
MATCH REPORT 

Northern Lights U13 (4.6.30) vs Pennant Hills Demons (6.10.46) 
ROUND 12 – 21 July 2019 
Roffe Park, Hornsby Heights 

 

On Sunday the under 13 Northern Lights boys faced Pennant Hills Demons. This was effectively a 
rematch of the aspiring top two teams in the division and one that was keenly sort out by them 
given the closeness of their last loss against us. 

As like the last game against them, we started well in the first quarter. Lucas dominated from 
halfback sweeping from the back line moving the ball forward in his usual athletic way. Cooper was 
1st to kick a goal for the boys and a good one it was. 

Tim was battling it out hard in the ruck and centre of the ground helping the ball go forward. 
Support play in the back again from Lucas and Jake as well as Josh in the centre meant our number 4 
kicked a behind & Blake a nice goal after that. 

We lead at the 1st quarter by 5 points. 

The boys followed on from where they left off toiling well in the second quarter. 

Tim continued to work hard producing some good tackles and a great smother. 

All the boys were putting in and it was Lucas now dominating the centre ruck and bounce making 
sure the ball flowed forward into our forward line. In one of his movements he kicked a great goal 
from the pack pushing the team further forward in the lead. 

Josh then cemented our lead by half time to 10 points kicking a handy goal around the corner. 

Despite some strong work in defence (notably Toby, Lucas & Jake) and in the middle by Josh, the 
opposition really lifted only allowing us to score 2 behinds for the third quarter (from Blake and 
Tim). At 3/4 time we only lead by 2 points. 

Unfortunately, the fourth quarter was a bit of a blur for the boys as the opposition really stepped up 
and just seemed that little bit hungrier where they eventually overrun us and won the game by 16 
points. 

Hopefully this gives our boys a nice timely reminder that the game is played and won over 4 
quarters! 

¼ by ¼: 1st Qtr 2.1.13 to 1.2.8, 2nd Qtr 4.2.26 to 2.4.16, 3rd Qtr 4.4.28 to 3.8.26, 4th Qtr 4.6.30 to 
6.10.46 

Goals: Joshua (1), Cooper (1), Lukas (1), Blake W (1) 

Match Report by: Gavin Chapple - Parent 


